
Noto Serif Kannada Review 

1. Glyphs of �ಾ � � �ೌ �  

The above glyphs can be written following ways- 

i. The c, ↄ-like elements are within the level of top-line of talekattu .This form isn’t 

commonly seen earlier metal types. Here ↄ-like component is analyzed as the 

integral part of the letter.  

e. g.  

Tunga- ಟ�ಾ��ೆ�ೌ� �ೆಕಟಲ� 

Noto Sans Kannada- ಟ�ಾ��ಟ � �ಕಟಲ� 

Arial Unicode MS - ಟ�ಾ���ೌ � �ಕಟಲ� 

Baloo Tamma- ಟ � � � � � �ಕಟಲ� 

ii. The c, ↄ-like components are written above the level of top-line of talekattu. ↄ-

like element is actually a simplification of talekattu and like other consonants 

the signs ◌ಿ◌ೀ◌ೆ◌ೇ◌ೌ◌್◌ಾ etc. replace the talekattu. Here the signs 

◌ಿ◌ೀ◌ೆ◌ೇ◌ೌ◌್ etc. are on level with the top-line of talekattu. 

e. g.  

Nudiuni02- ಟ�ಾ��ೆ�ೌ� �ೆಕಟಲ� 

Benne Text (Google Fonts, unreleased) - ಟ����� �ಕಟಲ�  

Adobe Kannada-  

 

 



 

This form is also commonly used in the earlier metal types 

 

 

(From Kittel, Ferdinand. A Grammar of the Kannada Language in English, Comprising the Three Dialects of the Language 

(ancient, Mediæval and Modern). Basel Mission Book and Tract Depository, 1903.) 

 

 

(From A Kanarese Grammar by Spencer 1951) 

 

 

(From An elementary grammar of Kannada or Canarese language by Thomas Hodson 1858) 

 

(Grammar of the Carnataca language by John McKerrell 1820) 
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(From South Indian Scripts in Sanskrit Manuscripts and Prints by Reinhold Grünendahl ) 

iii. The c, ↄ-like components are within the level of top-line of talekattu but, ↄ-like 

element is not considered the integral part of the letter. Here the signs 

◌ಿ◌ೀ◌ೆ◌ೇ◌ೌ◌್ etc. are on level with the top-line of talekattu. 

 e.g.   

Nudi fonts- 

ಟ�ಾ��ೆ�ೌ� �ೆಕಟಲ� 

ಟ�ಾ���ೆೌ� �ೆಕಟಲ� 

ಟ�ಾ��ೆ�ೌ� �ಕೆಟಲ� 

In this type, ಟ may be written with talekattu like other consonants instead of with ↄ-like 

element. 

 

This form is also commonly seen in hand-painted signs 

In Noto Serif Kannada, The c, ↄ-like components are written above the level of top-line of 

talekattu (e.g. ನ�ಾಟಇ), thus they belong to type 2. However, vowels signs ◌ಾ◌ೆ◌ೇ◌ೌ etc. are not in 
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line with lines with talekattu of other consonants. Therefore, the forms look much unbalanced 

and jarring to eyes. The glyphs must be replaced that forms similar to Adobe Kannada. 

e.g. Noto Serif Kannada -ಉಂ�ಗು ಗಂ�� ಕ� ಔ�  

 
 

2. Glyph of i ಇ  

ಇ looks bit compressed horizontally, could be made wider. Similarly for ಞ and its ottu. 

Noto Sans Kannada- ಕಇ 

Noto Serif Kannada- ಕಇ 

Tunga- ಕಇ 

3. Glyph of ja ಜ – the curve may be made slightly broader ಜ also, the ja ottu/vattu 

should match the consonant 

Lohit Kannada – ಜಜ� 

Baloo Tamma – ಜಜ� 

Noto Sans Kannada- ಜಜ� 

Noto Serif Kannada- ಜಜ� 

4. Glyph of ಋೠ 



These are designed as ಋೠ where the left portion is ligated and with glyph like ಖ.These 

ligated forms are normally not preferred in normal fonts intended for text. 

Lohit Kannada- ಋೠ 

Noto Sans Kannada- ಋೠ 

Gubbi- ಋೠ 

SakalBharati- ಋೠ 

The ligated forms are seen only in handwriting fonts.  

Hubballi (Google fonts, Unreleased) – ಋೠ 

Thus glyphs needs be replaced with forms which are similar to the above fonts. 

5. Glyphs of � �  

Here the glyph of � could be in harmony with � 

Noto Sans Kannada- � � 

Lohit Kannada - � � 

SakalBharati- � � 

6. Height of digits 

The height of digits in the font is equal that of a letter with ascender (e.g. �೧). However in 

most other fonts and printed texts, the height of the digits is equal to that of the letters ಅಇ and 

on level with the line of talekattu.  

 Tunga - ವಷ�೧೮೯೧ರ 

Baloo Tamma- ವಷ�೧೮೯೧ರ 



SakalBharati- ವಷ�೧೮೯೧ರ 

 

In metal types too we find in similar way 

  

In related Telugu script, 

SakalBharati- ఇ౧౨౮౯ణగ 

Baloo Tammudu- ఇ౧౨౮౯ణగ 

Murty Telugu- ఇ౧౨౮౯ణగ   

Gautami- ఇ౧౨౮౯ణగ 

Some examples from recent printed books- 
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In both Noto Sans and Serif Kannada, these are rendered as 

ವಷ�೧೮೯೧ರ  ವಷ�೧೮೯೧ರ. Here in a line of text the digits seem as if they are 

in higher font size. 

Thus height of digits may be reduced, similar to other fonts. 




